dent manner.
Results
which describes the activation of transduction channels in response to a stimulus. We follow previous convention (Eatock et al., 1987) by defining adaptation as Fast and Slow Positive Adaptation the time-dependent shift of the current-displacement in Frog Hair Cells curve along the displacement axis, not channel closing The two models for fast adaptation predict different per se; for example, for very large bundle displacerates of slow adaptation for small displacements. Bements, when channels are mostly open, a substantial cause the adaptation motor behaves viscously (Howard shift of the current-displacement curve can occur with and Hudspeth, 1987; Assad and Corey, 1992), the rate very little change in open probability. of slow adaptation should be proportional to the tenTo measure the progress of adaptation, we used the sion applied to the motor. In the channel-reclosure inferred-shift method (Shepherd and Corey, 1994). In model for fast adaptation, rapid channel closure shortthis method, the transduction current at every point ens the mechanical chain connecting the motor to the during an adapting stimulus is mapped back onto the gating spring, tensing the spring; therefore, elevated current-displacement curve to determine X e (t), the adaptension should increase the rate of positive adaptation tive shift or extent of adaptation. The validity of the in response to small stimuli ( Figure 1B) . Moreover, the method rests on the assumption that, during adaptadistance the motor moves-the extent of slow adaptation, neither the size nor shape of the current-displacetion-also should increase, because the motor must ment curve changes (Shepherd and Corey, 1994). Simslip farther down the stereociliary actin filaments to reilar to previous results in hair cells of the frog (Shepherd duce tension to its steady-state level.
and Corey, 1994; Cheung and Corey, 2005) and mouse By contrast, in the release model, fast adaptation (Holt et al., 1997 (Holt et al., , 2002 ; Vollrath and Eatock, 2003), we lengthens the mechanical chain connected to the gatfound that this assumption holds in our experiments ing spring; the resulting reduction in tension should (see Figures S1A and S1B in the Supplemental Data then decrease the rate of slow adaptation ( Figure 1C) . available online). The inferred-shift method is described Fast adaptation thus diminishes the extent of slow in detail in Figure S1C . adaptation; if the lengthening induced by the release is We separated fast and slow adaptation by fitting the larger than the stimulus amplitude, no slow adaptation X e (t) data with double-exponential functions (Figure will ensue. In both models, slow adaptation approaches 2B), allowing us to calculate independent fast and slow linear viscous behavior with larger-sized stimuli.
time constants for each stimulus (see Figure S2 for valiWe tested these models by measuring fast and slow dation of the fitting routine). The adaptive shift in readaptation for a range of mechanical displacements in sponse to each stimulus size was therefore described 15 bullfrog saccule hair cells. We stimulated hair cells by individual values of time constants, τ fast and τ slow , as with stiff glass probes, which allowed us to avoid the well as final amplitudes (adaptation extent) X e(fast) and complications of cooperative transduction-channel gat-X e(slow) . Note that the inferred-shift method gives us the ing and time-dependent bundle movements. For each temporal resolution necessary to accurately separate fast and slow adaptation. cell, we first measured the current-displacement curve, Fast and slow adaptation were prominent in all cells examined and, as previously noted (Hirono et al., 2004), their properties were relatively stable over dialysis of 5 min or more. As described previously (Shepherd and Corey, 1994), the total extent of adaptation-the shifts of the current-displacement curves on fast and slow time scales in response to an adapting stimulus-was linear between 0 and 0.8 m ( Figure 2D) ; the slope of the displacement-extent curve (X# e(total) ) was 0.85.
By contrast, the extent of fast adaptation saturated. This result is predicted by both models; in the channelreclosure model, the extent depends on the relative free energies of Ca 2+ -free and Ca 2+ -bound channels, while in the release model, the extent depends on the length of the release element. Notably, the dependence of fast extent on stimulus size resembled that of the currentdisplacement curve ( Figure 2C ). We fit fast-adaptation extent data with a product of X e(fast)N , the maximum amplitude of the fast shift, and P o (see Equation S5 in the Supplemental Data); the data were fit well and gave X e(fast)N of 0.29 m. This value is reported in tip coordinates; conversion to the movement at the level of the adaptation motor requires multiplication by the geometrical gain γ (0.12-0.14 in frog; Jacobs and Hudspeth, 1990). We interpret the observed dependence on P o as a reflection of fast adaptation's requirement for Ca 2+ entry during transduction (Fettiplace and .
At the largest stimulus amplitudes, τ fast decreased ( Figure 2E ). We fit the time constants as a function of displacement with Equation S6 (see the Supplemental Data), assuming that fast adaptation proceeds with two rates: one independent of stimulus size (and hence independent of force) and the other force dependent. Despite the faster rate for large stimuli, the extent of fast adaptation remained the same; this result suggested that the dependence of extent on P o and of τ fast on force were different manifestations of a single process that can be triggered by either Ca 2+ or force. The decrease in τ fast is consistent with the release model, as force could directly cause the conformational shift producing the release, but is inconsistent with the channel- Figure 2D ). In addition, τ slow did not depend on stimuRates and extents of fast and slow adaptation varied substantially from cell to cell, particularly in the mouse lus size ( Figure 2E ).
The upward-curving slow-adaptation rate curve, in utricle. We found no correlation between the rates of fast and slow adaptation in individual frog or mouse which the rate of slow adaptation is near zero for small displacements ( Figure 2F , arrow in inset), is consistent hair cells ( Figure 3A) . By contrast, when we compared slopes of linear fits to displacement-extent plots, we with the release model for fast adaptation ( Figure 1C) Figures 2D and 2J ) is that the adaptation 2L). Although we initially analyzed data separately from motor is deprived of Ca 2+ because fast adaptation the outbred strain CD-1 and the inbred strain C57BL/6, closes channels. However, this explanation cannot exwe found that transduction and adaptation properties plain the data of Figure 3B , since the adaptation exwere sufficiently similar to pool the two datasets. The tents were derived from data spanning the entire disrate of fast positive adaptation was significantly lower placement range, not just over the narrow range in in mouse than in frog vestibular hair cells (Vollrath and which channel closure might affect Ca 2+ levels. Eatock, 2003), both because of intrinsic differences between the two species and because mouse data were acquired at a lower extracellular Ca 2+ concentration Fast Phase of Negative Adaptation in Frog (1.3 mM, versus 4 mM in frog hair cells). All of the feaand Mouse Hair Cells tures of fast and slow adaptation that we identified in When bundles are moved in the negative direction, frog hair cells with the inferred-shift analysis were also adaptation responds to the reduced gating-spring tenpresent in the mouse (Figures 2I-2L ), although less sion by generating force, thereby restoring sensitivity. prominent; for example, τ fast decreased (from w12 ms We assessed negative adaptation by moving hair bunto <8 ms) with our largest stimuli ( Figures 2K and 2L) . dles sufficiently far in the negative direction that chanMoreover, the extent of fast adaptation was propornels stayed closed, despite adaptation; upon return of tional to P o , yielding an X e(fast)N of 0.76 m; that this the bundle to rest, an overshoot current developed value is larger than that of frog is not surprising, given whose amplitude reflected the extent of adaptation the smaller value of γ in mouse (0.05). These results during the stimulus ( Figure We introduced the Y61G mutation and a loxP-flanked vent its mechanical movements, we generated mice with a targeted gene replacement that introduced the neomycin resistance cassette into a targeting construct ( Figure 5A ), electroporated the construct into mouse Y61G mutation into both Myo1c alleles. This mutation sensitizes Myo1c to N 6 -modified ADP analogs; for exembryonic stem cells, and injected targeted ES cells into blastocysts. We generated one chimeric mouse ample, N 6 (2-methyl butyl) ADP (NMB-ADP) blocked that transmitted the Y61G mutation to subsequent generations. Mice positive for Y61G were crossed with mice expressing Cre recombinase to remove the neomycin cassette ( Figure 5B ) and backcrossed to C57BL/6 mice. Myo1c levels in wild-type and homozygous Y61G mice were nearly identical in all tissues examined (Figure 5C ). Moreover, immunoblotting with an antibody that specifically recognizes the Y61G mutant demonstrated directly that Y61G-Myo1c was expressed in the auditory and vestibular systems of Y61G mice (Figure 5D ).
Mouse Y61G-Myo1c Is Inhibited by NMB-ADP
We previously used rat Myo1c to characterize the Y61G mutation . Because mouse Myo1c differs from rat Myo1c at several amino acid residues, including residue 62 (Thr in rat, Ser in mouse), we reinvestigated the inhibition of Myo1c activity by NMB-ADP. After expressing full-length wild-type and Y61G Myo1c also was assessed using an in vitro motility as- 
NMB-ADP Reduces Fast and Slow Adaptation Rates in Y61G Hair Cells
The progressive block of adaptation by NMB-ADP in Y61G hair cells was apparent in X e (t) plots generated by inferred-shift analysis (Figures 7A and 7B) . To dissect the effects of NMB-ADP on Y61G hair cells, we averaged the P o , extent, τ, and rate data from 20 cells for each displacement amplitude to generate average responses (Figures 7C-7J) . In Y61G hair cells, NMB-ADP both broadened the current-displacement relation ( Figure 7C ) and reduced the total extent of adaptation ( Figure 7D) . By fitting individual current-displacement data with a two-state Boltzmann model, we found that broadening of the average curve was due to a large variability in the midpoint (X 0 ) of the individual curves, rather than a significant change in their slopes (Z) (data not shown). In addition, as noted previously ( Figure 6D . Because they were determined with simple linear fits, these values NMB-ADP dialysis to one-fifth its control value ( Figure  8C ). Both fast and slow negative adaptation are thus were smaller than those determined in Figure 2L . inhibited by NMB-ADP in Y61G hair cells, indicating that Myo1c activity is required for both.
Discussion

Two sets of experiments lead us to propose that fast adaptation in vestibular hair cells arises from the Ca
2+ -and tension-dependent release of a mechanical element in series with the transduction channel. First, over the narrow displacement range in which fast adaptation produces near-complete adaptation, the drive for slow adaptation was greatly reduced; this result is consistent with fast and slow adaptation each decreasing gat- 
(1) tion channels, but only if the size of the release is not too large. Moreover, close examination of mechanical records from hair cells under low-Ca 2+ conditions reAs K Myo1c decreases, so does K eff . In hypothetical veals a biphasic positive movement of the bundle prior data plotted in Figure 9C, We see no evidence for the participation of other myis linearly elastic over that range, the extension could increase to w20 nm. Because our data are more conosin isoforms in slow (or fast) adaptation. The rates of slow linear negative adaptation ("climbing adaptation") sistent with a release than a change in linear stiffness, we suggest a different mechanism: in the absence of are consistent with this conclusion; after correction for the mechanical gain γ, adaptation rates were 19 and 31 Ca 2+ , the neck-head junction is stiff; Ca . (2004b) , the Myo1c fastvestibular hair cells occurs when a mechanical element, which we propose is Myo1c, rapidly releases. As adaptation behavior is reminiscent of that of muscle subjected to rapid release and stretch (Huxley and Simthe hair bundle is strung like a bow, with the stereociliary pivot spring extended (Hudspeth, 1992) , release of mons, 1971). In muscle, force redevelops rapidly in response to transient tension changes because myosin the gating spring allows relatively large forces to be generated at the tip of the hair bundle. If this release carries its working stroke forward to release or reverses the working stroke to stretch. Fast positive adaptation mechanism involving Myo1c holds for fast adaptation in cochlear hair cells, Myo1c may also play a critical thus could correspond to reversal of the Myo1c power stroke as the myosin rocks backward while still atrole in cochlear amplification; the speed of this mechanism is only limited by how fast Ca 2+ increases and tached to actin. Nevertheless, fast adaptation is signifi-
